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Some data & AI use cases in everyday finance 

Dynamic price Product recommendation



Reversal of AGING

Modify the course of disease going beyond symptomatic benefits 

and even reverse cell in yonger and healthier state.  

by Prof. Deblina Sarkar, MIT Media Lab



We do not learn from experience. 

   We learn from reflecting on experience.

John Dewey
 

American Educator and 
Psychologist



What does human hope for from technologies?





Without meaningful diversity, equality and accessibility, 
AI will benefit some children but sideline many more.



Make better education with TECHNOLOGIES



As technology drives more decisions, 
human creativity must augment furthers



Co-Thinking

How might we  

educate people to 

use AI to think deep, 

good and think 

beyond? Co-Creating
How might we 

empower people to 

co-create powerful 

innovation with AI?

Co-Exploring

How might we inspire 

people to explore new 

possibilities/frontiers/ques

tions with AI?

Co-Imagine
How might we 

encourage people 

to imagine and 

dream with AI?

4C for Human-AI collaboration and learner



Co-Research with World-Class Research Labs 





Learning from Virtual Idols: The Use of AI-Generated Characters 
for Enhancing Motivation in Online Learning

Pataranutaporn*, Leong*, Danry et al., 2021



🙂

😐
🙁

I would like more advanced material from this instructor.

The instructor led me think more deeply about the presentation.

Pataranutaporn*, Leong*, Danry et al., 2021



What if we can choose virtual idols as an instructor?



What if we can apply virtual idols in mental health?



What if we can choose virtual self in different occupations?



Use technologies to teach 
financial literacy for kids



Use a mobile app to help kids read and pursue their dreams



Help people with non-standard speech, make their voices heard



Technical challenge 

of responsible AI

AI training

Reliability

Controllability

Interpretability

Real-Time Interaction



Ethical challenge of 

responsible AI

Trust

Bias and Fairness

Intellectual Property

Ownership 

Accountability

Privacy and Security



Build Social Good for everyone … together
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